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Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) Spectrometers have numerous advantages over dispersive 
instruments. Almost all IR Spectrometer manufacturers are using FT design instead of dispersive 
design due to high spectral quality, data collection speed, and reproducibility of data etc. 
There are three major advantages in the performance of an FTIR Spectrometer over a dispersive 
IR Spectrometer [FB 79, GH 86]. 
(1) FELLGETT ADVANTAGE (MULTIPLEX ADVANTAGE): 
The fundamental advantage of an interferometer over a grating monochromator is that it 
gathers information at all frequencies in the IR spectrum simultaneously. Hence a single 
interferogram (IGM) covering 2.5 to 15|am can be recorded in a few seconds compared to 
tens of minutes to several hours for a dispersive spectrometer run at equivalent spectral 
resolution. Fellgelt's advantage is given by the square root of the number of resolution 
elements in the spectrum. Thus all the resolution elements are measured at all times during 
the measurements. 
(2) JACQUINOT'S ADVANTAGE (HIGHER THROUGHPUT ADVANTAGE): 
Radiation reaching the detector of a dispersive spectrometer is attenuated by the entrance 
and exit slits of monochromator, which must be very narrow for high resolution spectra. 
There is no such limitation in an interferometer except the size of the mirrors. It is found 
that 200 times more power can be transmitted through an interferometer system compared to 
a grating system [GH 86]. Thus more radiation can be passed between the source and the 
detector for each resolution element. 
(3) CONNES' ADVANTAGES: 
Since He-Ne laser is always used as a reference to measure accurately the position of the 
movable mirror, high accuracy in wave number can be achieved. 
—i 
In addition to these optical advantages, Fourier transform spectroscopy has very important data 
processing advantages. A minicomputer is used to do Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and in 
displaying the spectra. Fourier transform spectroscopy is usually used in various practical and 
scientific applications. Here, we shall review some of these applications [KP 01]. 
The most important practical application of FT Spectrometers is the qualitative and quantitative 
analysis of unknown samples. An important scientific application of Fourier Transform 
Spectroscopy (FTS) is in molecular spectroscopy. In this application, FTIR spectrometers are 
used to study geometric structures of molecules, and rotational and vibrational behavior of 
molecules. In this type of research, high resolution and accuracy are very important. Hence FTIR 
spectrometry is the most commonly used method. There are various applications of FTS in 
molecular spectroscopy. Some of these applications are as follows[FB 78, FB 79, FB 82, FB 85]: 
(1) For the study of catalyst and surface reactions because of very high signal to noise ratio. 
(2) Used in atomic emission spectrochemical measurements, Multiplex advantage is used 
here. 
(3) The measurement of difference spectra is very important for the study of subtle 
phenomenon at the molecular level. If FTS technique is employed, all spectral points in 
the parent spectra are measured simultaneously. 
(4) Photo acoustic detection is used successfully in FTIR Spectrometers (PA-FTIR). 
(5) Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) measurements. 
(6) The study of gas chromatography is done successfully by Fourier transform 
interferometer (GC-FTIR). 
(7) Used in thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). This technique has been coupled with 
spectral analysis of thermally released components that cause a change of weight in the 
original material. 
(8) Used in the characterization of orientation and lateral order in thin films. Structural 
characterization of sub micrometer films has become important because of the major role 
of these thin films in coating. 
(9) Used in reflection-absorption spectroscopy because vibrational spectroscopy of surface 
species can provide information about structure and bending directly. 
J . L., 
(10) Used to trace pollutant gases. The measurement of air pollutant gases by IR absorption 
has been possible only through the use of multiple-reflection long path cells (White cell). 
(11) The major applications exist in Astrophysics. Planetary atmospheres can be classified as 
chemical systems that can be remotely observed and manipulated by investigators with 
the help of FTS technique. 
In addition to those mentioned above there are many other applications of FTS. In scientific 
research, FTS may be applied also in polarization studies, matrix isolation, attenuated total 
reflectance (ATR) studies, emission studies, biochemical and biomedical applications, and so on. 
Acetylene has been investigated by several workers in selected regions. Acetylene molecule and 
its isotopomers are of much interest in astrophysics because of its presence in planetary 
atmospheres, in the spectra of carbon stars, and in the interstellar medium [LF 93]. 
A lot of literatures on the acetylene molecule exist that provide much information on acetylene 
and its isotopomers. The present dissertation presents a brief review on Acetylene, its 
isotopomers and a review of literature till this date on the high resolution spectroscopy of these 
molecules (Chapter 2). 
Chapter 3 deals with some theoretical aspects of vibration-rotation spectroscopy of linear 
molecules. 
Chapter 4 deals with the experimental aspects in the recording of high resolution spectra using 
BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer. This chapter also deals with the experimental 
parameters in the recording of the transmittance spectrum of ^^CzHi in the 3|4,m region. 
Chapter 5 presents the V3 band of '^ C2H2 in the 3|j,m region, the peak list of lines, the line 
positions of the P and R branches of the V3 band of'^ C2H2 in the 3|im region, the estimated value 
of band origin of the V3 band, and the evaluation of rotational constants and centrifugal distortion 
constants for the lower and upper states of the V3 band of C2H2. 
— I 5 !_.. 
Chapter 6 presents the observed states in '^ C2H2 X ^Yig and in '^ C2H2 X 'j]^ . In this chapter the 




Acetylene molecule, its Isotopomers and Review of Literature 
A great deal of work has been done on the high resolution spectra of acetylene molecule and its 
isotopomers. Its isotopomers like '^ C2H2, '^ C2H2and C2D2are symmetric molecules belonging to 
the Dooh point group and isotopomers like C2HD, C2HD and C CH2 are asymmetric 
molecules belonging to the Cooy point group. Acetylene (lUPAC name: ethyne) is a hydrocarbon 
belonging to the group of alkynes. Alkynes are characterized by the presence of a triple bond 
between the two carbon atoms. The triple bond in alkynes consists of a strong sigma and two 
weak pi bonds. Thus acetylene has one C—C o-bond, two C—C n bonds and two C—H a-bonds. 
2.1 Some parameters 
Pure acetylene is a colorless, highly flammable gas with ether like odor [He 07]. Acetylene 
being a symmetric linear molecule has following structure in ID (a) and 3D (b). 
180t 180" i V \ 
1(X) 120 106 
pm pm pni 
(a) (b) 
Fig 2.1 Structural formula of acetylene molecule in ID (a) and in 3D (b) 
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Some parameters regarding acetylene molecule are given below [He 07] 
lUPAC name Ethyne 
Molecular formula C2H2 
Density 1.09670 kg/m^ gas 
Melting point -84 °C 
Boiling point -80.8 °C 
Internuclear distance at equilibrium 
re(CH) 106.138 pm 
re(CC) 120.292 pm 
2.2 Molecular orbital (MO) theory of acetylene molecule 
All molecular orbitals (MOs) are made by combining atomic orbitals (AOs). These AOs are 
the familiar s, p, d, f and g orbitals. Molecular orbital (MO) theory tells that electrons cannot 
be localized in a single atom when that atom is part of a molecule. MO theory calculates the 
molecular orbitals that may be produced from the available atomic orbitals. Only after this 
determination, are electrons allocated to molecular energy levels, according to the aufbau 
principle and the Pauli Exclusion Principle. MO theory in essence describes covalent bond 
formation as arising from a mathematical combination of the wave functions of the atomic 
orbitals. If the atomic orbital wave functions are in phase, the combination is constructive 
and results in a bonding molecular orbital (MO). On the other hand, if the AO wave 
functions are out of phase, the combination is destructive and leads to an antibonding (*) 
molecular orbital. The basis of constructing the MOs is the linear combination of atomic 
orbitals (LCAO) method. This takes account of the fact that, in the region close to a nucleus, 
the MO wave fimction resembles an AO wave fiinction for the atom of which the nucleus is 
a part. However, not all linear combinations are effective in the sense of producing an MO 
which is appreciably different from the AOs from which it is formed. For effective linear 
combinations, following conditions should be satisfied [Ho 98, He 66]: 
Condition 1: The energies of the AOs must be comparable. 
Condition 2: The AOs should overlap as much as possible. 
Condition 3: The AOs must have the same symmetry properties with respect to certain 
symmetry elements of the molecule. 
The designation Og, Ou, etc are used for the Molecular orbital (MO). The 'g' or 'u' subscripts 
imply symmetry or antisymmetry, respectively, upon inversion through the centre of the 
molecule. When the orbitals overlap end to end, electron density is symmetrically 
concentrated between the two nuclei. This is called a sigma (a) bond. There are nodes at the 
nuclei and two small areas of electron density outside the nuclei. It is also possible for p 
orbitals to overlap side-to-side. Such a molecular orbital is called a pi (n) bond. 
As for the case of acetylene molecule, we concentrate on the two orbitals, the s and p atomic 
orbitals. s AO has spherical shape and p AO has dumbbell like shape. Ethyne, HC = CH, 
has four atoms and 10 valence electrons in four molecular orbital, giving the ground state 
configuration [Ho 98]. 
(2a„)2(2aj2 (3a„)2 (in„)* 
Isotopic molecules like '^C2H2, '^ C2D2, '^ C2H2 and *''C2D2 belong to the D^^^ symmetry 
group. The Dooh point group is derived from the Coov point group by the inclusion of Oh 
planes and therefore all linear molecules with a plane of symmetry perpendicular to the C^ 
axis belong to DQOI, [HO 98]. 
The vibrational modes of the molecule have symmetry species, which are classified as 
follows: 
i ^ h 
(i) The Dooh group has a Co, axis, about which a rotation by any angle 9 produces a 
configuration which is indistinguishable from the initial one. 
(ii) It has infinite vertical planes of symmetry (Oy). Reflection of all the nuclei in a 
vertical plane containing the Coo axis by any angle would produce a configuration 
similar to the initial one. 
(iii) A horizontal plane of symmetry (oh), which is perpendicular to the C^ axis, where 
inversion operation can be made. 
In addition, there is the identity element of symmetry (I) which is the operation 
doing nothing to the molecule. Sometimes an inversion operation (i) is used in place 
of the behavior under Oh operation. 
For acetylene molecule, which has a center of symmetry, the resultant symmetry 






































Table 2.1 Symmetry species for a molecule having DQOI, symmetry 
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2.3 Vibrational modes of acetylene molecule 
The motions of a molecule can be described by 3N ways (N is the number of nuclei) which 
include the translation, rotation, and vibration of the molecule. The molecule as a whole 
possesses 3 translational degrees of freedom in (xyz)-space. In addition, for nonlinear 
molecules, 3 mutually perpendicular axes are needed to describe the rotations of the 
molecule. The remaining 3N - 6 degrees of freedom appear as vibrations of the molecule. 
Linear molecules possess only two degrees of rotational freedom, because they have no 
moment of inertia with respect to rotation along the molecular axis. Thus, linear molecules 
are expected to possess 3N-5 vibrational degrees of freedom. Acetylene (C2H2) is a linear 
molecule having center of symmetry that belongs to Dooh point group. Being a linear 
molecule it has 3N-5=7 degrees of vibration. However there are only five normal modes of 
vibrations which are shown in fig 2.2 [Ho 98] 
The trans and cis bending vibrations, V4(ng) and VjCFlu) respectively, are each doubly 
degenerate. In V4(ng) mode the molecule can bend in any two mutually perpendicular 
planes but the vectors representing the motion in one plane have zero components in the 
other. Since acetylene molecule has a center of symmetry, it follows the mutual exclusive 
principle [Ar 07] according to which, "transitions that are allowed in the Infrared, are 
forbidden in the Raman spectrum; and vice-versa." The vibration V3(5]u) ^ d VgCIlu) 
involve a change of dipole moment and are therefore Infrared active and Raman inactive, 
but Vi(Xg), V2(l]g) and V4(ng) are Infrared inactive and Raman active. 
11 h 
Normal Mode Mode Symmetry Description 
•I 3 "te* w • - 11 
1 
g H d i -S^ ^1 ^ s Symmetric C-H stretch 
2 V2 Eg Symmetric C-C stretch 
3 
# ^ t y j l # ^ "^ 3 ^u Asymmetric C-H stretch 
« • 
5 
V4 rig trans bend 
i V5 riu cis bend 
Fig 2.2 Normal modes of vibration of acetylene molecule (C2H2) 
1 2^ r 
2.4 Vibrational frequencies of acetylene molecule and its isotopomers 
The vibrational frequencies (in cm'') for acetylene isotopomers like ^'^CjRi, '^ CiHi and 
'^ C'^ CH2 are presented in Table 2.2 
Normal Mode i2p TT I3/-. TT i2pi3r-,iT 
viteg^) 3374 3347 3361.6 
V2(2g) 1973 1910.6 1943.2 
VgCXJ) 3289 3279.5 3284.2 
V4(ng) 
VsCHu) 
611.7 602.8 607.2 
729.2 727.2 728.2 
Note: For molecule ''^ C''^ CH2that belongs to the Cooy point group, the symmetry classification g, 
u does note exist and should be dropped from the species symbol. The normal vibrational 
frequencies for '^ C2H2 and '•'C2H2 are taken from G.Strey and I.M.Mills [SM 76] and for the 
'^ C'^ CH2 molecule, from R.D'Cunha et al [CS (b) 93]. 
Table 2.2 Vibrational frequencies of acetylene molecule and its isotopomers 
2.5 Fundamental, combination and overtone bands of acetylene molecule. 
[He 45, Ho 98] 
In the Infrared spectrum, in addition to the fundamentals, overtone, combination and 
combination of the both fundamentals and overtone bands may also occur if they are 
connected with a change of dipole moment. These bands are excited due to anharmonicity 
'4 13 
of the vibrations. However, they are much weaker than the fundamentals. For the 
acetylene molecule, Vi($]|) and VsQlu) are the infrared fundamental bands. These bands 
arise due to transition between Ground state and the respective upper levels. These bands 
are also the cold bands. Combinations of these bands are known as combinational bands. 
If the multiple excitations of these bands occur then we have the overtone bands. 
2.6 Vibrational constants of ^^ C2H2 X *EJ 
The vibrational constants (in cm'') of '^ C2H2 X ^^g are tabulated in Table 2.3 [taken from 
ref IL 99]. These constants occur in the expression (3.8) for pure vibrational energy. 
6)5 = 3397.12 
ft)5 = 1981.80 
6>5 = 3316.86 
w2 = 608.73 
6>g = 7 2 9 . 0 8 
Xii = - 2 4 . 8 1 
X22 = - 7 . 4 5 1 
^33 = - 2 7 . 6 3 
X44 = 3 . 4 5 8 
jC55 = - 2 . 3 7 4 
X12 = - 1 1 . 6 8 
Xi3 = - 1 0 7 . 5 0 
AC 14 — —13.88 
Xis = - 1 0 . 5 2 
A:23 = - 6 . 1 6 
JC24 = - 1 2 . 7 3 
A:25 = - 1 . 5 3 0 
Jt34 = - 1 0 . 0 2 
X35 = - 9 . 3 4 
X45 = - 2 . 2 3 
5^ 44 = 0 .497 
^45 = 6 . 8 2 8 
^55 = 3 . 5 0 8 
Table 2.3 Vibrational constants (in cm"') of 'X2H2 X 'E^ 
2.7 Vibrational constants of ^^CjHj X ^Zg 
Vibrational constants (in cm"') of '"^ CiHi X *X^ are tabulated in Table 2.4 [taken from 
ref. LF 99].These constants occur in the expression (3.8) for pure vibrational energy. 
6)5 = 3374.90 
6>5 = 1918.04 
6)5 = 3305.55 
6)2 = 599.92 
6)g = 7 2 7 . 2 3 
Xn = - 2 5 . 4 3 
;c22 = - 7 . 2 5 
;t33 = - 2 6 . 6 8 
X44 = 3 . 0 8 4 
A:55 = - 2 . 2 6 7 
^12 = - 1 0 . 5 5 
:«:i3 = - 1 0 4 . 2 6 
Xi4 = - 1 3 . 5 2 
Xis = - 9 . 8 8 
A:23 = - 4 . 8 4 
^24 = - 1 1 . 8 6 
X25 = - 2 . 0 8 8 
a:34 = - 1 0 . 0 2 
X35 = - 8 1 9 
X45 = - 2 . 1 2 0 
^44 = 0 .800 
^45 = 6 .625 
555 = 3 . 4 1 4 
Table 2.4 Vibrational constants (in cm"') of "C2H2 X ^Y.g 
2.8 Review of Literature 
A brief review of the work done on acetylene and its isotopomers till date is presented in 
this subsection. 
(A) NATURAL ACETYLENE MOLECULE C^Cz^z) 
In 1938, Ta-You Wu and A.T.Kiang [WK 38] analyzed the absorption spectrum of 
acetylene molecule by using photographic method. They calculated Anharmonicity 
coefficients and zero order frequencies with the help of perturbation theory. 
—I 15 ( I 
Nobel laureate G.Herzberg [He 42] studied infrared spectra of acetylene and other linear 
molecules. He observed that H vibrational levels split into two components due to 1-type 
doubling and also gave its experimental evidence. 
Bell and Nielsen [BN 50] studied the IR spectrum of acetylene molecule in the 16 and 
2.5[im regions. All the measurements were done on a vacuum grating instrument. They 
analyzed the V3 and V5 bands with associated combination bands. They have reported peak 
positions of lines and determined the rotational constants with the help of combination 
difference method. 
Allen et al [AT 56] studied the absorption spectrum of acetylene molecule in the region 
1900 to 8500 cm''. They used resolution of 0.1 cm'' and 0.2 cm'' for the region 4000-8500 
cm'' and 1900-3500 cm'' respectively. They calculated Band origin, Rotational constants etc 
by using combination differences. 
The most important vibrational resonance in the low energy range of '^ C2H2 occurs in the 
3|j.m region between the V3 (Z^u) and its Fermi partner V2+V3+V5 (X^u) level of same 
symmetry. Much work has been dedicated to the study of this interaction. This interaction 
was first detected and analyzed in 1964 by Lafferty and Thibault [LT 64]. They studied two 
parallel bands V3 and V2+V3+V5 in the region 3200-3400 cm''. All the measurements were 
done on 2.4 m grating spectrometer. They used resolution ranging from 0.06 cm'' to 0.03 
cm'' in the region 2600-3300 cm''. '^ C2H2 was studied in the 3|im region v^ dth a 1.2 m glass 
cell at 3 mm pressure. In order to extend the measurements to higher J values, 24 m path and 
pressure about 2 cm were used. They also reported frequencies of observed lines and found 
the Band origin, rotational constants etc. 
Scott and Narahari Rao [SR 65] studied IR absorption bands of acetylene molecule in the 
bending region (V4 and V5). They have observed the effect of vibrational 1-type doubling in 
this region. 
Pliva [Pl(a) 72] studied 18 bands occurring between 1830 and 2250 cm'' (5|xm region) of 
acetylene molecule. All the bands consist of overtones and combination of the bending 
modes V4 and V5. All the measurements were done on 2.5 m grating spectrometer. Natural 
f 16 | - - --
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C2H2 was used as a sample at pressure of 10-30 mm of Hg. He also reported many hot bands 
which arise due to the strong vibrational-rotational interaction among the upper states. He 
used a computer program written in Fortran IV, in order to calculate various parameters 
occurring in the energy matrix. He reported 40 molecular constants that enabled him to 
reproduce a total of 1200 vibration-rotation Energy levels. 
Pliva [Pl(b) 72] observed interactions between the two doubly degenerate bending modes V4 
and V5 of acetylene molecule that are responsible for 1-type resonance (doubling effects). 
Hietanen and Kauppinen [HK 81] analyzed IR spectrum of acetylene molecule in the 
bending fundamental (vs) region. They observed the V5 fundamental and associated hot 
bands. The spectra were recorded on Fourier transform spectrometer at resolution of 
0.015 cm''. They used 3 m absorption path length at pressures of 0.15 and 0.5 torr. 
Herman and Colin [HC 81] have studied the absorption spectrum of acetylene in the region 
of 1260 to 1370 A by using an eagle type spectrograph. 
Hietanen [Hi 83] studied the infrared spectrum of C2H2 in the region of V5 fundamental. He 
analyzed the V5 fundamental and associated hot bands. He assigned altogether 660 rotational 
lines to about 20 different vibrational transitions and observed 1-type resonances in the both 
the upper and the lower states of hot bands. All the measurements were done on Fourier 
transform spectrometer. Acetylene sample was used at 0.5 torr. 
Scherer et al [SL 83] obtained gas phase overtone spectra in the region 14900-18500 cm"'. 
Positions of individual rotation-vibration lines were determined to a precision of about 
0.003 cm"'. A total of 16 bands were analyzed in the same region. They also observed 
rotational perturbations. 
Smith and Winn [SW 88] obtained high resolution spectra of C2H2 in the region 1800-10000 
cm''. The measurements and recording of spectra were done on a BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR 
Spectrometer at a resolution of 0.004 cm"' and 100 scans of each spectral region were used. 
They obtained spectra with pressures ranging from 10 to 100 torr and path lengths from 8 to 
24 m. 1600 rotational-vibrational transitions belonging to 30 vibrational bands were 
( 17 J 
analyzed. They determined band origins, rotational constants and anharmonic coupling 
constants. They also analyzed Darling-Dennison (D-D) resonances between 2vi^ 2v3 and 
3v3<-»(2vi+ V3) and Fermi resonances between V3 and V2+V4+V5. 
Herman et al [HH 89] observed 14 rotation-vibration bands in the 1 |xm region (9300-10500 
cm"') of acetylene. The spectra were recorded on BOMEM DA3.002 FT Spectrometer with 
0.02 cm"' apodized resolution. They used 40m absorption path length at pressure of 9 torr. 
Lafferty and Pine [LP 90] studied cold and hot bands of acetylene molecule in the region 2.5 
and 3.0|im. In this region they observed V3/V245 dyad. The spectrum was recorded on 
BOMEM DA 3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer at apodized resolution 0.004 cm"'. For the V3 
fundamental band, they used pressure of 1.5 torr. In order to bring out weaker hot bands 
they used pressure of 5 torr. 
D'Cunha et al [CS 91] analyzed high resolution spectra of acetylene molecule in the 2.4 and 
3jxm regions. These regions consist of CH stretching fundamentals and their combinations 
with the bending vibrational modes. All the measurements were done on FTIR 
Spectrophotometer at apodized resolution of 0.0054 cm"'. They used 24 m and 32 m path 
lengths. The sample was used at pressure 0.03-0.2 torr and 1-3 torr for enhancing weak 
lines. They also found that the upper levels of the hot bands in the 2A\im region were 
strongly perturbed by vibrational and rotational resonances. 
Kabbadj et al [KH 91] recorded the absorption spectra of C2H2 in the region 50-1450 cm"' 
by using two different Fourier transform spectrometers. The spectra with regions from 50 to 
200 cm"', from 400 to 580 cm"', and from 600 to 830 cm"' were recorded on BOMEM 
DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer and the region from 1150 to 1450 cm"' was recorded on 
Bruker IFS 120HR. In one set they reported 34 molecular parameters from the analysis of 
15 bands involving levels up to V4+V5=2 and in other set they reported about 80 parameters 
from analysis of 43 bands involving levels up to V4+V5=4. 
Hillman et al [HJ 91] analyzed high resolution spectra of acetylene in the bending region 
(13)j,m). The spectra were recorded on FT Spectrometer with instrumental resolution of 
0.0025 and 0.005 cm''. The recorded bending region (600 to 860 cm"') of acetylene was 
f '} 
dominated by the V5 fundamental, four hot bands from the V4 to (V4+V5) levels and three hot 
bands from the V5 to Ivs levels. 
Tolonen and Alanko [TA 92] studied the FTIR Spectrum of acetylene in the region 
2500-2800 cm"* at a resolution of 0.007 cm''. They used 19.2 m absorption path length and 
pressure 1.0 torr. They observed Fermi and 1-type resonances between V3 and V2+V4+V5 
levels. 
Auwera et al [AH 93] studied absorption spectra of acetylene molecule in the 3|im region. 
In this region they observed V3 with Fermi resonant partner V2+V4+V5 and many hot bands. 
All the measurements were done on Bruker IFS 120HR FT Spectrometer. They used 14 m 
absorption path length and pressure 1.0 torr in the region 1600-3150 cm''. For very weak 
forbidden bands in the 3|xm region they used 24.5 cm absorption cell and 7.5 torr pressure. 
They also observed that the combination band (V2+V4+V5) appears slightly stronger than the 
V3 fimdamental only due to Fermi interaction between them. Without the Fermi interaction 
the (V2+V4+V5) band is more than 1100 times weaker than the V3 band. 
D'Cunha et al [CS(a) 93] analyzed FTIR spectrum of acetylene in the 2650 cm'' region. In 
this region they observed V3 <— V4 and (V2+V4+V5) <— V4 hot bands. The spectra were recorded 
on FTIR Spectrometer at apodized resolution of 0.0054 cm''. They used 24 and 34 m path 
lengths and pressure 0.03-0.2 torr (for stronger bands) and 1-3 torr (for weaker bands). They 
observed Fermi type and 1-type resonances in the hot bands of acetylene. The high intensity 
of the hot bands showed strong resonance with the V3 level. 
Sarma et al [SC(b) 95] studied V3 fundamental, numerous combination bands and associated 
hot bands in the 3}j,m region of acetylene molecule. They observed both Fermi type and 1-
type resonances. The spectra were recorded on FTIR at apodized resolution of 0.0054 cm''. 
They used 32m path length and 0.2 torr pressure for the region 2600-4000 cm'' but for weak 
bands at 3400 cm'', 3 torr pressure was employed. 
Temsamani and Herman [TH 95] studied vibrational energy levels in acetylene molecule 
with the help of 122 known experimental data concerning the vibrational energy levels of 
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acetylene, up to 12000 cm'\ They used cluster model for fitting the data. They also 
observed all the possible interactions. 
Sarma et al [SC(a) 95] studied FTIR spectrum of acetylene in the 3800 cm"' region. The 
spectrum of acetylene in the region 2.5-3|xm consist of several fundamental, combination 
and overtone bands, along with their associated hot bands. They observed hot bands related 
to stretch-bend combination levels involving the V3 mode. All the measurements were done 
on FT Spectrometer at apodized resolution 0.0054 cm"^ They used 32m path length and 3 
torr pressure. 
Keppler et al [KM 96] detected 33 sub bands of acetylene in the region 1.4-1.7jj,m. All the 
measurements were done on Bruker IFS 120HR FT Spectrometer with resolution 0.0128 
cm"'. They observed that about six bands involve the excitation of stretching modes together 
with hot bands. V1+V3 band was found to be the strongest band in this region having the 
same symmetry as the nearby band (V1+V2+V4+V5). Therefore Fermi resonance was observed 
between these levels. 
Temsamani and Herman [TH 96] reported vibrational energy pattern in acetylene molecule 
with the help of cluster model [HL 99]. The four selected clusters were demonstrated V1+V3, 
V1+V2+V3, 3v3 and V2+3V3. The clusters are labeled as {ns, Ur, k, u/g, ±} Where, ns= V1+V2+V3 
Hr =5vi+3v2+5v3+v4+v5, k = I4+I5 u/g represents symmetry and ± (when k=0) represent 
parity. They presented cluster around the range 9700 cm"'. 
Campargue et al [CT 97] analyzed absorption spectrum of acetylene in the region 12800 and 
18500 cm"' by using FT Spectroscopy and Intracavity laser absorption spectroscopy 
(ICLAS). They reported 23 new vibrational levels. 
D'Cunha et al [CS 99] presented four hot bands of 11-11 type of acetylene in the 3|im region. 
The spectra were recorded on FTIR Spectrometer at apodized resolution 0.0054 cm"'. They 
used 32 m path length and pressure ranging from 0.03 to 3 torr. They found resonance 
between V3+V4 (Flu) level with its Fermi partner V2+2V4+V5 (Flu) level and V3+V5 (Ilg) level 
with its Fermi partner V2+V4+2V5 (Fig) level. 
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Idrissi et al [IL 99] reported 253 vibrational levels in the ground state of acetylene molecule. 
They covered the range up to 18915 cm'^ They also reported 50 combination vibrational 
levels characterized by rotational constants. 
Weirauch et al [WC 01] analyzed the absorption spectrum of acetylene with two different 
techniques. They recorded 10600-11500 cm"' spectral region by Intracavity laser absorption 
spectroscopy (ICLAS) and 7600-9200 cm'' region by FTIR Spectrometer at resolution 0.025 
cm''. They used 4100 cm total absorption path length and pressure of 75 torr. 
Auwera et al [AH 02] recorded and analyzed FTIR Spectra in the selected regions (6401-
7421 cm'' and 1100-3600 cm'') at different experimental conditions. 
Herman et al [HC 03] presented almost complete vibrational spectroscopic database on 
acetylene molecule. The database consists of spectroscopic constants, observed vibrational 
energy states, complete sets of predicted vibrational energies and predicted principal 
rotational constants. They covered range up to 15000 cm' for C2H2. 
Mandin et al [MJ 05] presented more than 400 absolute line positions and intensities of 
acetylene molecule in the 3^m region. They observed two cold bands V3 and V2+V4+V5, and 
four hot bands in this region. The experiment was done on FTIR Spectrometer at 
unapodized FWHM resolution 0.00356 cm"'. They used 31 cm absorption path length and 
0.5 torr pressure. 
Lyulin et al [LP 06] reported about 170 line intensities of 14 weak parallel hot bands of 
acetylene molecule in the 3nm region at different experimental conditions. Experiment was 
done on FTIR Spectrometer with unapodized FWHM resolution 0.00356 cm''. 
Lyulin et al [LJ 07] presented line positions and intensities of acetylene molecule in the 1.9 
and 1.7 i^ m (5000-6000 cm'') regions. They listed 550 lines of 13 bands, between 5000 and 
6000 cm''. The experiments were done on rapid scan Bruker IFS 120HR interferometer with 
unapodized resolution of 0.01 cm''. 
Robert et al [RH 07] reported all known states up to 3000cm'' in acetylene molecule from 
the literature. The spectrum in the region 420-580 cm'' was recorded on BOMEM DA3.002 
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FT Interferometer with resolution 0.003 cm''. They also obtained 85 molecular parameters 
by the global fitting of 3795 vibrational-rotational lines. 
(B) *^ C CONTAINING ACETYLENE MOLECULES 
(*^ C2H2 and ^^C^^CHj) 
Lafferty and Thibault [LT 64] recorded the absorption spectra of '^C'''CH2 and '^ C2H2 in the 
selected regions 2600-2800 cm"', 3300-3400 cm"' and 6400-6600 cm"'. The spectra were 
recorded on a grating spectrometer with a resolution of 0.07 cm"'. They calculated 
unperturbed vibrational frequencies for '^c'^CHi, few of these frequencies for '^ C2H2, and 
also obtained rotational constants by using the combination differences method. They 
observed ten bands for '^C'^CH2 and seven bands for '^ C2H2. 
Ghersetti et al [GB 75] studied infirared bands of C containing acetylene molecule in the 
3.05p.m region. This region consisted of the most intense vs band. The spectra were recorded 
on vacuum spectrograph at gas pressure ranging between 0.9 and 25 torr in Im absorption 
cell. They calculated molecular constants for the levels involving transitions by using 
standard least squares technique. 
Hietanen and Kauppinen [HK 81] analyzed IR spectrum of '^C'^CH2 in the region of 
bending fundamental V5. They observed V5 fundamental and associated hot bands. All the 
measurements were done on Fourier transform spectrometer at resolution of 0.015 cm" . 
They used 3 m absorption path length at 0.15 and 0.5 torr pressure. 
Scherer et al [SL 83] obtained gas-phase overtone spectra of states corresponding to five and 
six quanta of C-H stretch of C containing acetylene in the region 14,900-18,500 cm" . Peak 
positions of individual rotation-vibration lines were determined to a precision of about 
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0.003 cm"'. A total of 14 bands for ^^CiHj and five bands for ^2cl3cH2were analyzed. 
The rotational structure of the bands was fitted to a semi rigid rotor Hamiltonian. 
Hietanen et al [HH 86] studied high resolution Infi-ared spectra of '^C'^'CHi and '^ C2H2 in 
the 700 cm" region. They observed V5 fundamental and associated hot bands by using 
Fourier transform spectrometer at resolution of 0.0045 cm"'. They recorded spectra with Im 
absorption path length at 40 pa and 200 pa. 
Smith and Winn [SW 88] analyzed about 30 vibrational bands in the region from 1800 to 
10000 cm"' by using BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR Spectrometer at resolution of 0.004 cm"'. 
Band centers from this and other studies were used to calculate various stretch/stretch and 
bend/stretch anharmonic coupling constants. Several types of resonances between V3 and 
(V2 + V4 + V5) were analyzed, and an unperturbed value of V3 was determined for '^C'^CHa. 
D'Cunha et al [CS 91] studied absorption spectra of C CH2 in the 2.4|im region. They 
Observed vi + V5 combination band and associated hot bands by using FTIR Spectrometer at 
resolution of 0.0054 cm"'. 
Hillman et al [HJ 91] analyzed 8 bands of C CH2 in the bending region by using FT 
Spectrometer at resolution of 0.0025 cm"' and 0.005 cm"'. They also obtained molecular 
constants for the ground state and the V4 and V5 bending states. 
Lonardo et al [LF 93] recorded and analyzed high resolution spectra of '^ C'^ CH2 and '^ C2H2 
in the selected region 50 cm"' to 1450 cm"' by using two different FT Spectrometers at 
resolution ranging from 0.002 to 0.006 cm"'. They observed most intense V5 •<— V4 band with 
associated hot bands in the region 50-200 cm"', V5 fundamental and associated hot bands in 
the region 600-850 cm"' and V4 + V5 with associated hot bands in the region 1100-1450 cm"'. 
D'Cunha et al [CS(b) 93] analyzed several bands of '^ C'^ CH2 in the region 2600-3350 cm"'. 
The spectra were recorded on FTIR Spectrometer at resolution of 0.0054 cm"'. They 
obtained molecular constants by using global fitting procedure. 
Lonardo et al [LF 94] recorded and analyzed vibrational-rotational spectra of C CH2 and 
'^ C2H2 in the selected regions 1100-1240 cm"', 1730-1810 cm"', 2550-2700 cm"' and 
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3130-3280 cm"'. The spectra were recorded on a BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR Spectrometer at 
resolutions ranging from 0.006 to 0.008 cm''. They used different experimental conditions 
in different regions. They found very weak Fermi interaction between V2+V4+V5 (XJ) and 
V3 (Su) states for '''C2H2 because of the large energy difference between the interacting 
states. 
Alboni et al [AL 95] analyzed high resolution vibrational-rotational spectra of '^ C'^ CH2 and 
C2H2 m the 8, 4 and 3 .^m spectral regions. Spectra were recorded on a BOMEM DA3.002 
FT instrument at resolutions ranging from 0.006 to 0.010 cm''. They found the value of 
coupling constant k2345-12.8 cm"' that connects V2+V4+V5 (Zu) ^^d V3 (J]J) levels for 
'•'C2H2. This produces an energy shift of only 0.31 cm'' on the levels of V2+V4+V5 (Zt) ^nd 
V3 (Eu) as expected when considering that the two levels lie more than 60 cm'' apart. In the 
case of '^C'^CH2 the levels V2+V4+V5(XJ) and V3 (XJ) lie bout 25 cm'' apart, thus making 
interaction weak but not negligible. They also calculated various molecular constants by 
analyzing observed bands. 
Venuti et al [VL 95] studied high resolution vibrational-rotational spectra of '^ C2H2 in the 
selected spectral regions from 2000 to 5200 cm'' and calculated a number of anharmonicity 
constants xj] with the help of band origins. In '•'C2H2, they found strong interaction between 
vi and V2+2V5 due to the near accidental degeneracy of these two states and they also 
observed very weak interaction between V2+V4+V5 (J]J) and V3 (Zu) • The spectra were 
recorded on a BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer at resolutions ranging from 
0.004 to 0.008 cm"'. They used 0.18 to 5 m path length and sample pressure 150 to 1330 pa 
for spectrum in the 3\im region. 
Mohamed [Mo 97] recorded and analyzed high resolution vibrational-rotational spectra of 
'^C'^CH2 in the 3^m region. All the measurements were done on BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR 
Spectrophotometer at apodized resolution of 0.004 cm"'. He found the Fermi type 
interaction between V2+V4+V5(5]J) and V3 (Zu) states. He also calculated various molecular 
constants by using the observed bands. 
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Lonardo et al [LF 99] reported a total of 134 vibrational levels with assigned rotational 
structure in the ground electronic states of '^ C2H2 by using the cluster model [IZ 03]. They 
covered the range up to 23670 cm''. 
Mohamed [Mo 00] reported line positions of seven vibration-rotation bands of '^ CiHa in the 
3^m region and calculated Band origin, Rotational constants and CentrilEugal Distortion 
constants etc, for observed bands by using combination difference method. He recorded 
spectra on BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer at unapodized resolution 
0.0026 cm"'. He used 18cm long gas cell and pressure of 0.2 torr. All data were collected at 
mirror speed 0.5 cm/s with total of 200 scans and the scan time was 726 min 9 second. 
Mohamed [Mo 02] reported few new hot bands of '^ C2H2 in the 3|im region and calculated 
1-doubling constants q4 and qs for the Yl vibrational states V4=l, V5=l using expression given 
by Holland et al [HN 92]. The spectra were recorded on BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR 
Spectrophotometer at apodized resolution of 0.004 cm"'. He used 5m path length and 
pressure of 2 torr. The rotational constants and centrifugal distortion constants for both 
upper and lower states involved in the bands were evaluated using the combination 
difference method. 
Lonardo et al [LB 02] studied the high resolution vibrational-rotational spectra of C CH2 
in the bending region 450-3200 cm''. They presented 5300 transitions assigned to 53 bands 
involving the bending states up to V4+V5=4. All the measurements were done on BOMEM 
DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer at resolutions ranging from 0.004 to 0.006 cm''. 
Fusina et al [FB 02] analyzed vibrational-rotational spectra of '^ C'^ CH2 in the region 1100-
3500 cm''. In this region, hot and cold bands involving vi, V2, V3 and stretching-bending 
combination bands were observed. The spectra were recorded on BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR 
Spectrophotometer at resolutions ranging from 0.004 to 0.008 cm''. 
Herman et al [HC 03] reported spectroscopic constants (vibrational frequencies and 
anharmonicity vibration-rotation interaction parameters), vibrational energy states and 
complete sets of predicted principal rotational constants for states of '^ C2H2 up to 12000 
cm''. 
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Cane et al [CF 06] reported 34 cold bands and 37 hot bands from the analysis of high 
resolution FT absorption spectrum of '^ CH^^ CH in the region 3800-6750 cm"'. The 
measurements were done on FTIR Spectrophotometer. They observed interaction between 
2V2+V4+V5 and V2+V3 states. 
Mohamed [Mo 09] studied the high resolution spectrum of '^ CaHi in the 3nm region and 
reported Q-branch features in five hot parallel bands. He assigned 70 Q branch lines spread 
over the five hot bands. The absorption spectrum was recorded on BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR 
Spectrophotometer at an apodized resolution of 0.004 cm"'. He used white type muhiple 
reflection gas cell, employing a path length of 5m and gas pressure of 2 torr. 
(C) OTHER ISOTOPOIMERS OF ACETYLENE IMOLECULE 
C^CiDz ^^CjHD etc) 
Saksena [Sa 52] observed 12 IR absorption bands of C2D2 by using photographic method, 
11 of these bands had simple P and R branches with intensity alternation i.e. they were 
Eu ^ Sg type bands while one band, without intensity alternation, was a difference band 
oftypeH^n. 
Talley and Nielson [TN 54] studied the IR spectnmi of C2D2 with a grating spectrometer. 
They observed 39 absorption bands, of which 10 were resolved into rotational fine structure. 
They used a multiple reflection cell in order to observe higher overtone and combination 
bands, because C2D2 is a weak absorber compared with C2H2 and C2HD. 
Lafferty et al [LP 62] studied the high resolution absorption spectrum of acetylene-di 
(C2HD) in the region 1900 to 3400 cm"'. They analyzed 19 bands. The spectra were 
recorded on 2.4m grating spectrograph at resolution 0.02 cm"'. 
Ghersetti et al [GB 75] studied the IR bands of seven '^ C enriched isotopic species of C2H2 
and C2HD in the 3.05, 3.9 and 4.1(Am regions by using a vacuum spectrograph. 
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They evaluated molecular constants for the levels involved in the transitions by using least 
squares procedure. 
Herman and Colin [HC 81] studied the absorption spectra of C2D2 and C2HD in the region 
1260 to 1370A. The measurements were done on an eagle type spectrograph. 
Scherer et al [SL 83] studied the overtone spectra of states corresponding to five and six 
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quanta of C-H stretch for C2HD in the region 14,900-18,500 cm . They observed 4 bands 
for '^ C2HD. 
Huet et al [HH(b) 91] analyzed bending vibrational levels of C2D2 in the selected regions 
18-50 cm"', 32-150 cm'' and 480-620 cm"'. These regions involved difference band V5*— V4 
and V5 fundamental band. All the measurements were done on BOMEM DA3.002 FT 
Spectrometer. 
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Mohamed [Mo 98] analyzed the Vi band of C containing monodeutero acetylene ( C2HD). 
This band was detected during a systematic study of the high resolution FTIR Spectrum of 
'^ C'^ CH2 and '^ C2H2 in the 3|xm spectral region. The spectra were recorded on BOMEM 
DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer at an apodized resolution of 0.004 cm"'. He reported the 
origin, line positions of the P and R branches, and rotational constants etc for this band. 
Herman et al [HI 98] analyzed the high resolution absorption spectrum of '^ C2D2. They 
recorded spectra in the regions 5150-8000 cm"' and 12800-16600 cm'' by Fourier Transform 
Spectroscopy and intra cavity laser absorption spectroscopy (ICLAS) respectively. For the 
FT spectrum, they used 1.7 m white type multi pass absorption cell, with 41m absorption 
path length, 11.6 Kpa pressure and resolution of 0.025 cm"'. In the region 5150-8000 cm"', 
23 bands including 5 hot bands were observed. In the region 12800-16600 cm"', 14 cold 
bands and 4 hot bands were observed. 
Idrissi et al [IL 99] reported 88 vibrational levels in the ground state of '^ C2D2 with assigned 
rotational structure up to 17700 cm''. They performed global fitting procedure using the 
cluster model. 
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Herman et al [HC 03] presented complete spectroscopic database on '^CiDi. They reported 
spectroscopic constants (vibrational frequencies and anharmonicity vibration-rotation 
interaction parameters), vibrational energy states and complete sets of predicted principal 
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rotational constants for states of C2D2 up to 10000 cm". 
Mohamed [Mo 03] has reviewed the status of high resolution FT spectroscopy of linear 
molecules containing two to ten atoms, which also gives a comprehensive review on the 
high resolution spectroscopy of acetylene and its isotopomers. 
Fusina et al [FC 07] analyzed the fundamental rotation-vibration band, overtone, 
combination and hot bands of the two rare isotopologues of acetylene H'^C'^CD and 
H^ C^^ C^D in the region 470-5200 cm'^ All the measurements were done on FTIR 
Spectrometer at resolution of 0.005 and 0.004 cm"^  The spectra of H^ C^^ C^D and H'^C'^CD 
were accidentally observed while recording the FTIR spectra of C2HD and H'^C'^CH. They 




In this section, some theoretical aspects regarding high resolution spectrum of acetylene 
molecule will be discussed. 
3.1 Energy expression for linear molecules 
We have assumed rotation and vibration as independent motions of the molecule. Fine 
structure of infrared bands arises because of rotational and vibrational motion of 
molecules. The energy of a linear molecule is given by the sum of the rotational and 
vibrational energy of same molecule [He 45], Thus the unperturbed energy E of a linear 
molecule is given by 
E = E(v) + Ea) (3.1) 
Where E(v) is vibrational energy with vibrational quantum no. v=0,1,2... 
E(J) is rotational energy with rotational quantum no. J=0, 1,2... 
For a molecule having several vibrational modes, the term value is given by (in cm'') 
^ ^ E(v) ^ EQ) 
he he 
Or T = G(Vi,V2,V3,....) + Fva) (3.2) 
Where, the vibrational term value 
--i n y^ 
i i j>i 
( v j + f ) + E t . t ' g t t ' M t ' + (3.3) 
and rotational term value 
Fv(J) = BvJQ + 1 ) - DvJ^G + 1) 2 (3.4) 
In equation (3.3) dj and dj = 1 or 2 depending upon i or j that refers to a non-degenerate or 
doubly degenerate vibration respectively. 
The meaning of constants in equation (3.3) and equation (3.4) are as follows: 
Bv -^ Rotational constant for a given vibrational level. 
Dv —> Centrifugal Distortion constant. 
CO, —> Harmonic oscillator frequency for the i* normal mode. 
X|) -^ Anharmonicity constants. 
gtt' —> Anharmonicity constants describing contribution of vibrational angular momentum 
It and / or If to vibrational energy. 
t, t' denote degenerate bending modes. 
The integral numbers Ij indicate vibrational angular momenta which are given by 
I i=Vi ,Vi -2 , V i - 4 , l o r O 
It should be noticed that for a non-degenerate vibration li = 0 , dj or dj = 1 and gtt'=0. 
Rotational constant for all vibrational levels can be written as 
Bv = B e - L « i ( v i + f ) (3.5) 
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Where, dj is the degree of degeneracy of the vibration Vj and v stands for all the vibrational 
quantum numbers. The constants tti are small compared to Be, where Be is the rotational constant 
for the equilibrium position. 
Similar to equation (3.5) we have centrifugal distortion constants arising due to the interaction of 
vibration and rotation of molecules. 
Dv = De+LPi(v i + f ) (3.6) 
The constant Pi is small compared to De (where De is the equilibrium value of Dy). 
Frequently the vibrational term value, instead of being referred to the minimum of the potential 
surface as in equation (3.3), is referred to the lowest vibrational state (vi=0, V2=0, V3=0 ...) 
which has a vibrational term value 
G(0,0,0 ) = L « i 7 + i:ii:j>iXij^dj + -.. (3.7) 
This is called Zero point energy. If the vibrational energy is referred to the lowest level then the 
vibrational term value is given by, 
GS(VI,V2,V3 ) = G(Vi,V2,V3 ) - G(0, 0, 0. ... ) 
The expression for Gy is 
G?(vi,V2,V3 ) = Lwfvi + i:i<jxj; VjVj +2:t<t.gtt.Itlt' + - (3.8) 
Where 
wP = Wi + Xjidi + ^Hj^iXij dj + - (3.9) 
Xfj = Xjj (Ifhigher powers are neglected) 
We have an expression for the fundamentals 
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Vj = 0)? + Xii + gtt = Wi + Xii(l + dj) + ^Ij^iXij dj + g„/ (3.10) 
Where Xy = Xjj 
According to the preceding discussion, the total term value including vibration and rotation of a 
linear molecule is thus given by 
T = G(vi,V2,V3,. . . . ) + F v a ) 
Ei «i (Vi + f ) + Si Sj^i Xij (Vi + f ) (vj + f ) + St^t' gtt' Itlt' + 
... + BvJ(J + l)-D^j2(J + l)2 (3.11) 
According to equation (3.8) for acetylene molecule we may write the pure vibrational term value 
as; 
G j ( v i , V2, V3, vi*, vj=) = Wj Vi + (05 V2 + W§ V3 + w j V4 + w g V5 + 
Xiivf + xSzViVz + xJaViVs + x;4ViV4 + 
X15V1V5 + xJzvf + X53V2V3 + X54V2V4 + 
X25V2V5 + XS3VI + X§4V3V4 + X§5V3V5 + 
XJ4VI + XJ5V4V5 + xggVl + g44lj + g45l4l5 + 
Where the notation (vi, V2, V3, v / , Vg^ ) is used to represent the vibrational states, and, I4 = 4 , 
I5 = 5 are the vibrational angular momentum quantum numbers for acetylene molecule. 
According to Lonardo et al [LF 93] and Holland et al [HN 92] the expression for the center 
energy is given by 
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Gc = G j - B v k 2 - D v k * + " (3.13) 
Where Gy -^ Pure vibrational energy 
k = I4 + I5 For Acetylene molecule 
= 0 , 1 , 2, 3, 4 ... which are indicated by vibrational species symbols 
I , n , A, O, H, I etc. 
For Acetylene molecule [LF 93]: 
By = Bo - a4V4 - asVg + 744v| + y45V4V5 + Yssvl (3.14) 
Dv = Do + P4V4 + PsVs + S44VI + 845V4V5 + 655 v | (3.15) 
ttj. Pi, Yij, Sjj, are rotation-vibration interaction constant for the /* normal mode. 
Thus we define band center 
Ve = G ' e - G " e (3.16) 
And band origin 
Vo = G'v-G"v (3.17) 
Where, the single and double primes refer to the upper and the lower states respectively. The 
band center represents the energy difference between the J=0 levels in the upper and lower 
vibrational states involved in the transition. 
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3.2 Some aspects of vibration-rotation spectroscopy of linear molecules 
In the most basic terms, the infrared spectrum is formed as a consequence of the absorption 
of electromagnetic radiation at frequencies that correlate to the vibration of specific sets of 
chemical bonds from within a molecule. The fundamental requirement for infrared activity, 
leading to absorption of infrared radiation, is that there must be a net change in dipole 
moment during the vibration for the molecule. 
In this section various features of vibration-rotation specfra of linear molecules are 
presented. 
3.2.1 Symmetry properties of rotational levels 
The total wave function of a molecule is given by the product of electronic, vibrational 
and rotational wave function [He 45, Ho 98]. 
l|j = l|letv^r (3.18) 
The rotational levels of linear molecule are classified according to the behavior of the total 
eigenftmction. If electronic and vibrational eigenfunction ^^^ and i|/v is unchanged by all 
symmetry operations of the molecule (which is the case for the vibrationless ground states 
of all known linear molecules), the symmetry properties depends only on ij/p. The parity 
of ipr is given by (-1)"' . The rotational levels of linear molecules are positive (+) and 
negative (-) depending on whether the total eigenfimtion remains unchanged or changed 
upon an inversion. For even value of J, the rotational levels are called positive (+) and for 
odd value of J, the rotational levels are called negative (-). 
All the symmetric linear molecules like C2H2 belong to D^ oh point group and asymmetric 
molecules like '^C'^CH2 belong to C^^y,. If the linear molecule has a center of symmetry 
(e.g. C2H2) then the positive (+) rotational levels are symmetric(s) and negative (-) 
rotational levels are antisymmetric (a) with respect to the exchange of identical nuclei. 
This applies to the vibrationless state of symmetric electronic states i.e. Xg , For the 
Xu state, the situation is reversed. 
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In the case of symmetric linear molecules the total wave function which has even parity is 
called g state (Gerade) and the total wave function which has odd parity is called u state 
(Ungerade). 
If the multiple quanta are excited, then we have following rules for u and g states 
gxg = u x u = g 
uxg = gxu = u etc. 
3.2.2 e/f labeling of rotational levels 
According to the international recommendations of Brown et al [BH 75], a scheme of e/f 
labeling for molecules exist. For integral J values, 
Levels with parity + (-1/ are called e-levels 
Levels with parity - (-ly are called f-Ievels 
Thus all rotational levels of^g state and 2]J vibrational species are of e-symmetry. All 
the rotational levels of l]g and Y.u state are off-symmetry. 
3.2.3 Thermal distribution of rotational levels 
The thermal distribution of the rotational levels is simply given by the product of 
Boltzmarm factor e^ "^ '^ )^'"*^  and the statistical weight (2J+1). Thus the number of 
molecules Nj in the rotational level J of the lowest vibrational state at the absolute 
temperature T is given by 
N,~g,e(-E«))/'^T (3.19) 
Where gj = 2J + 1, gives the degeneracy of rotational level of rotational quantum 
number J and k —> Boltzmarm constant. 
1 " t 
F v a ) = ^ = BvJ(J + l ) -D,j2(J + l)2 (3.20) 
A graphical representation of the distribution function (3.19) is shown in fig. (3.1) 
N, 
Fig 3.1 A graphical representation of thermal distribution of the rotational levels 
For most practical cases equation (3.19) can be written as 
N , ~ ( 2 J + l)e(-«J(J+i)'''^V'^T 
For J=Jmax , I f = ^ 
Then we have 
(3.21) 
Jmax= - ^ - - = 0.5896 - - i Jmax ^2Bhc 2 VB 2 (3.22) 
The factor (2J+1) in equation (3.21) increases linearly with J. The number of molecules 
in different rotational levels first goes to a maximum which lies at J=Jmax and then 
decreases with respect to J. The equation (3.21) shows that the number of molecules in 
the lowest rotational level, J=0 is not zero. 
i '' t 
Thus thermal distribution of rotational levels follows "a wing like structure" at different 
temperatures as shown by Herzberg [He 50]. 
3.2.4 Influence of nuclear spin and statistical weights 
For the linear symmetric molecules (e.g. C2H2) belonging to D(„h Point group, it is seen 
that in each branch of the absorption spectrum, the intensity first increases to a 
maximum and then decreases, in agreement with the thermal distribution of the 
rotational levels discussed in section (3.2.3). For the linear molecules which have a 
center of symmetry, the rotational levels are alternately symmetric and antisymmetric 
and have different statistical weights. So the lines in each branch show a characteristic 
intensity alternation. 
As given by Herzberg [He 45], if there is an even number of nuclei following Fermi 
statistics in the group, then the resultant statistics is Bose statistics. It is Fermi statistics 
if there are an odd number of nuclei following Fermi statistics. 
In the case of '^ C2H2, nuclear spin I ("C) =1/2 and I (H) =1/2, then following Herzberg 
[He 45], 
The total number of symmetric spin functions is 
- i [(21, + l )2(2Iy + 1)2 + (21, + 1) (2Iy + 1)] 
With Ix = 1 /2 and ly = 1 /2 
Hence the number of symmetric spin functions is equal to 10. 
The total no of antisymmetric spin functions is 
1 
- [ ( 2 1 , + l)2(2Iy + 1)2 - (21, + 1) (2Iy + 1)] 
2 
-I '' h 
Withlx= l / 2 a n d l y = 1 / 2 
Hence the number of antisymmetric spin functions is equal to 6. 
Thus in the absorption spectrum of '^ C2H2 the intensity alternation of the rotational 
lines is expected to be s:a = 10:6. 
Moreover, the presence or absence of an intensity alternation in vibrational-rotational 
band shows whether the linear molecule is symmetric or not. 
3.2.5 Types of IR Bands 
For the linear polyatomic molecules, there are three types of Infrared band [He 45], as 
discussed below. 
(i) Transitions for which 1 = 0 in both the upper and lower states (Parallel bands, 
e.g. 2 " Z transitions) 
For these bands only AJ = ± 1 is allowed; that is, they have one P branch and one R 
branch, but no Q branch. These parallel bands are characterized by a transition 
moment parallel to the molecular axis. 
(ii) Transitions for which Al = ± 1 (Perpendicular bands, e.g. II-^ , A-II , ... 
transitions) 
For these bands AJ = 0, ± 1 are allowed. Hence P, Q and R branches appear. In this 
case, strong Q branch occurs. These transitions have transition moment perpendicular 
to the molecular axis. 
(iii) Transitions for which Al = 0 but 1 ?^  0 in both upper and lower states (Parallel 
bands, e.g. n-II, A-A,... transitions) 
For these bands AJ = 0, ± 1 are allowed. Hence P, Q and R branches appear. 
However, the Q branch is very weak. 
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3.2.6 The vibrational-rotational spectrum of linear molecules 
For linear molecules, rotation is only possible around an axis through the center of mass 
and perpendicular to the molecular symmetry axis; while for nonlinear polyatomic 
molecules, there are more possibilities. Because of the larger manifold of molecular levels, 
the spectra of polyatomic molecules are more complex than those of diatomic molecules. 
Naturally, rotation can take place simultaneously with vibration. This gives rise to the fine 
structure of Infrared vibration bands. The analysis of this fine structure under high 
resolution gives very reliable information about the structure of the particular molecules. 
From this fine structure, we are able to determine moment of inertia, intemuclear distances 
and valence angles, in many cases with greater accuracy then by any other method 
[He 45]. For infi-ared rotation-vibration spectra, molecules remain in the lowest electronic 
state (ground State).The infrared spectrum consists of a series of bands corresponding to 
transition(v',J') <-(v",J"), where the arrow in the direction right to left indicates 
absorption spectrum. Each band when examined under high resolution, consists of a 
number of rotational lines, which gives the fine structure to the bands. 
Recall the equation (3.2) T = G(Vi, Vz, V3,....) + FyQ) 
For upper state T' = G(v') + F^' (J') 
For lower state T" = G(v") + F^" Q") 
During the transition, the wave number (in cm'^ ) of the lines is given by 
V = T' - T" (3.23) 
Or v = Vo + F v ' ( r ) - F v K n (3.24) 
Where VQ = G(v') - G(v") , is the Band origin and the expression for vibrational 
term value G(v) is given by equation (3.3). 
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Recall the equation (3.4) 
Fv(J) = Bvja + l ) - D v j 2 ( J + l ) ' 
For most practical cases Dv can be neglected (D < 10"^ B), then 
FvQ) = BvKJ + 1) 
Thus from equation (3.4), we have 
V=vo+B;r(r +1) - B; ' j "a"+D (3.25) 
We are considering only those transitions for which 1 = 0 in both the upper and lower 
states (Parallel bands, e.g. X - Z transitions). Thus we have only one R and one P branch. 
The wave number of R and P branches i.e. VR or R(J), vp or P(J) are evaluated as follows: 
For R-branch: 
AJ = J' - I" = 1 or I' = J" + 1 = I + 1 (Let) 
Using equation (3.25), we get 
RQ) = Vo + 2 B ; + ( 3 B ; - B ; ' ) J + ( B ; - B ; ' ) ! ^ (3.26) 
with J = 0,1,2,.... 
For P-branch: 
AJ = J' - J" = - 1 or J' = J" - 1 = J - 1 (Let) 
Using equation (3.25), we get 
PQ) = Vo - ( B ; + B ; ' ) J + ( B ; - B ; ' ) J ' (3.27) 
with J = 1,2,3..... 
In the above equations. By and By are the rotational constants of the upper and lower 
vibrational states respectively. 
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As given by Herzberg [He 50], equations (3.26) and (3.27) can also be represented by the 
single formula 
RQ) or PQ) = Vo + ( B ; + B;')in + (B;-B;')m2 (3.28) 
Where, 
m = J + 1 for the R-branch and HI = —J for the P-branch. m=0 gives VQ 
Thus we have a single series of lines in which one line is missing (Zero gap) in the region 
of VQ, this missing line separates the two branches. 
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3.2.7 Fine structure of the Yu ^ He vibration-rotation band 
The fine structure of the J J <- X | vibration-rotation band for a symmetric linear 
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Fig 3.2 The rotational structure of the S5 *- Zg vibration rotation band (for "C2H2) 
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It should be noted that the J levels shown in the fig 3.2 are not equally spaced. In fact, the 
rotational term values increase quadratically with J because F(J)=BJ(J+1). 
Fig 3.2 shows that transition with 1=0 in both the upper and the lower state is parallel 
band. For this band (Zu <- Eg ) only AJ=±1 is allowed i.e. they have only P and R 
branches. 
The selection rules for rotational transition for the same band [He 50, Ho 98] are as 
follows; 
+ < • - , +<-f*+ , -<-\-*^-
e ^ I » f , e<—•€ , f ^^—•f for AJ=±1 
and s •* • s , a-< • a , s < • a 
It is observed as well as calculated that in the V3 band of '^ CaHa, the s<-^ s transitions are 
stronger than a<->a transitions because of the influence of nuclear statistical weights (see 
section 3.2.4). 
Hence the R(0),R(2),R(4), and P(2),P(4),P(6), lines are intense(shown by thick 
lines in fig 3.2), while the R(1),R(3), and P(1),P(3), lines are comparatively less 
intense (shown by thin lines in fig 3.2). 
3.2.8 Determination of Band origin, Rotational constants and Centrifugal 
Distortion constants etc. 
The band origin and the difference of By ie:(Bv — By) values, for a given band can be 
evaluated from the expression as given by Herzberg [He 45]. 
RQ - 1) + P(J) = 2vo + 2 ( B ; - B; ' )J ' (3.29) 
When R(J — 1) + P(J) is plotted against J ,^ a straight line is obtained whose slope is 
2 (By — By) and intercept on the ordinate axis gives 2vo . Thus we are able to evaluate 
VQ (Band origin) and (By — By) . 
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The rotational constants and centrifugal distortion constants can be evaluated with better 
accuracy by the "Method of combination differences" [He 50]. This method allows us to 
obtain separately the upper and lower rotational levels from the observed band lines and 
then to evaluate the rotational constants separately. Thus this method of combination 
differences can be used to analyze rotational fine structure. 
Let us consider the case of a band that has only a single P and a single R branch (AJ=±1). 
According to the "Method of combination differences" for this simple band, we have 
RQ) - PQ) = F'G + 1) - F'G - 1) = AzF'O) (3.30) 
RQ - 1) - PQ + 1) = F"a + 1) - F"a - 1) = A2F"a) (3.31) 
The above two equations are known as combination relations, where single and double 
primes represent upper and lower states respectively. From the combination relations and 
the definition of the rotational term value for linear polyatomic molecules like acetylene, 
we have 
For upper state 
AzF' (!) = R(J) - P(J) = (4B; - 6D;) (J + ^ ) - 8D;(J + i)3 (3.32) 
For lower state 
AzF' '(J) = RQ - 1) - PQ + 1) = (4B;' - 6D;') (J + i) -
8D;'a+i)3 (3.33) 
Let us avoid the single and double prime for convenience. 
A2F 0) 2 
Hence a plot of—— versus (J+1/2) gives a straight line with slope 8Dv and intercept 
on the ordinate is equal to 4Bv-6Dv. Since Dv«Bv, the intercept can be taken to be equal 
to 4Bv. Thus we can determine the Rotational constant (By) and Centrifugal Distortion 
constant (Dv) for both upper and lower states. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental aspects 
In this section, brief description about the experimental arrangement for the study of the high 
resolution spectra of a gaseous molecule like acetylene is presented. 
The principle and technique of Fourier transform spectroscopy is given in many books [Be 72, 
GH 86] and in review articles [ST 74, SV 77, OW 76]. Hence some idea about the present 
experimental arrangement used to measure the high resolution Fourier transform spectroscopy of 
V3 band of C enriched acetylene molecule is presented here. 
The optical configuration of the BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer is presented in fig 
4.1 [Bo 88]. The instrument consists of typically a source, a Michelson interferometer 
arrangement which permits irradiation of sample in a gaseous sample like C2H2, and a detector 
which measures intensity of transmitted light through the sample. 
The specifications of the BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer [Bo 88] are as follows: 
1. Length of travel of moving mirror: 125cm (MOPD=250cm) 
2. Velocity of moving mirror: O.Olcm/sec to 4.6cm/sec in 16 steps 
3. Unapodized resolution: 
By using Boxcar function, Resolution= 0.605/250cm = 0.0026 cm'' 
However, by using a triangular apodization function, 
Resolution = l/250cm = 0.004 cm"' 
4. Sources: 
(a) Globar source: 
For region 200 cm'' to 10,000 cm"' (Mid Infrared range) 
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(b) Quartz halogen lamp: 
For region 3000 cm"' to 25,000 cm"' (Near InfraredA^isible range) 
(c) High pressure Hg/Xe lamp: 
For region 10 cm"' to 500 cm"' (Far Infrared range) 
5. Beam splitters: (Changeable) 
(a) KBr for region 450 cm"' to 5000 cm"' 
(b) CaF: for region 1200 cm"' to 8000 cm"' 
(c) Quartz for region 4000 cm"' to 20,000 cm''and 8,000 cm"' to 40,000 cm' 
6. Detectors: (Changeable) 
(a) Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT), operating at 77K 
For region 400 cm'' to 4000 cm"' 
(b) Indium Antimonide (InSb) 
For region 1,800 cm"' to 8000 cm"' 
(c) Deuterated Triglycine Sulfate (DIGS), operating at 77K 
For region 850 cm'' to 5000 cm'' 
(d) Pyroelectric (Polyethylene window) 
For region 10 cm"' to 700 cm'' 
Pyroelectric (KRS-5 window) 
For region 200 cm'' to 6000 cm"' 
Pyroelectric (KBr window) 
For region 400 cm"' to 7000 cm"' 
(e) Silicon 
For region 8000 cm"' to 20,000 cm'' and 15,000 cm'' to 40,000 cm'' 
(f) Germanium bolometer, operating at 4.2K 
For region 10 cm"' to 500 cm'' 
7. Evacuation: 
Due to strong absorption by CO2 and H2O, the entire spectrometer has to be evacuated. 
However, the sample chamber can be isolated and pumped separately for changing the 
detector or the samples. By using a rotary pump, a vacuum about 0.5 torr is obtained. 
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BOMEM DA3 SERIES 
OPTICAL CONFIGURATION 
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Fig 4.1 The optical configuration of the BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer 
i- } 
8. Other parameters: 
(a) Resolving power: up to 10^  at all frequencies 
(b) Throughput: up to 40cm^ at all frequencies 
(c) Wavelength range: between 5 cm"' and 65,000 cm" 
(d) Wavelength accuracy: at 2000 cm"' < ±0.001 cm"' 
9. Samples: 
Solids, liquids and gases can be used. For gases, either glass cell with windows or 
multiple reflection gas cells (to increase path length) are used in absorption experiments. 






























Fig 4.2 The schematic diagram of the BOMEM DA 3 experimental system 
Various parameters of the operational aspects are controlled by a dedicated computer which also 
controls the functioning of high speed vector processer system (HSVPS) which can perform 
4x10^ operations per second [Bo 88]. The vector processer is essentially a programmable device 
which can collect the raw data from the interferograms (IGMs), co-add the data points, perform 
discrete or fast Fourier transform and calculate the transmittance spectrum. The data from the 
instrument can be taken out from the host computer on plotter or on disk. 
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13/^  4.1 Recording of the transmittance spectrum of C2H2 in the 3fim 
region 
The high resolution spectrum of V3 band of C2H2 in the 3nm region was recorded by 
Prof K.A.Mohamed on the BOMEM DAS.002 FTIR Spectrophotometer, at the 
Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica ed Inorganica, University of Bologna, Italy. 















is cm long glass cell equipped with KBr windows 
726 minute 9 second 
Apodization function : Box car 
Number of scans 200 
Resolution 0.004 cm" 
The receded spectrum is transmittance spectrum. This spectrum is typically measured as 
Transmittance (T). For a particular wave number v, it is defined as 
1 49 |. 
Spectral intensity at v with sample 
Spectral intensity at v without sample 
The absorption spectrum is typically measured as Absorbance (A), defined as 
A = logio (;J;J 
The spectnun of ^^Cj^i recorded in the 3|xm region is presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Analysis of the V3 band of "C2H2 in the 3jim region 
In this section, the spectral analysis of the V3 band of '^ C2H2 is presented along with the 
spectrum. The wave numbers of rotational lines, rotational constants and centrifugal distortion 
constants etc. for the band are also presented. 
Fig 5.1 shows the spectrum of '•'C2H2 recorded in the Spim region. 
The figure shows prominently the VsCXu) *- G. S. ( Sg ) vibrational transition of '^ C2H2. The P 
and R branches of the band have been marked. Due to the influence of nuclear statistical weight 
of the rotational levels, the intensity variation 10:6 for s:a rotational levels can be seen in figure. 
This shows that the molecule belongs to Dooh symmetry and since the nuclei obey Bose statistics, 
the s+->s rotational transitions are stronger than the a*-^ a transitions (see section 3.2.4). The other 
features seen in figure are as follows: 
(i) As J increases, the separation between the adjacent P(J) members increases, 
(ii) As J increases, the separation between the adjacent R(J) members decreases. 
Due to the thermal population of the rotational levels (see section 3.2.3) the wing like structure 
of P and R branches can also be seen in the figure. The rotational lines comprising P and R 
branches of the V3 band has been identified with the help of fig 3.2 (see section 3.2.7) 
Table 5.1 shows the peak list of lines with intenshies obtained fi-om BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR 
Spectrophotometer for the present spectrum. 
Table 5.2 shows the accurate line positions (in cm"') of P and R branches of V3 band of '^ C2H2 
molecule determined fi-om the spectrum. 
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Table 5.2 Line positions (in cm"') of P and R branches of V3 band of '^CiHi molecule in the 3^m 








































































































5.1 Evaluation of Band origin of observed V3 band of "C2H2 
The Band origin (VQ) of the observed VaCSJ) <- G. S, ( Eg ) vibrational transition of '^ C2H2 
is estimated from the known line positions of P and R branches (given in table 5.2) and 
equation 3.29 (see section 3.2.8). 
Recall the equation 3.29 
R(j - 1 ) + p(j) = 2vo + 2 ( B ; - B ; ' ) J ' 
When R(J - 1) + P(J) is plotted against J ,^ a straight line is obtained whose slope is 
2(By - By) and intercept on the ordinate axis is 2Vo • Thus from the slope, we are able to 
evaluate the value of (By - By) and from the intercept on the ordinate, we have an accurate 
value of Vo , that is. Band origin. Fig 5.2 shows graph of R (J-1) + P (J) versus J^  and a 
simple linear fit is shown. 
In present work, however the results are estimated from the least squares fit to the data. 
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Results are as follows: 
Vo = 3279.48059 cm - 1 
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13/ Fig 5.2 Determination of band origin of v band of C H 2 2 
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5.2 Evaluation of Rotational and Centrifugal Distortion constants for the V3 
bandof'^CiHj 
The rotational constants and centrifugal distortion constants for the upper state VsGlu) , 
( B ; , D;) and lower state G. S. ( 2g ) , (By , Dy) observed in V3 band of '^ C2H2 have been 
determined from the standard method of "Combination differences" (see section 3.2.8) from 
which, we have; 
For lower state: 
A2F' '(J) = RG - 1 ) - PG +1) = (4B;' - 6D;') (J + ^ ) - SD^'G +1? 
For upper state: 
A2F' G) = RG) - PG) = (4B; - 6D;) (J + i) - 8DUI +1? 
The plot of ^ 1 Versus (J+1/2)^  for both upper and lower states gives a straight line 
whose slope is 8Dv and the intercept on the ordinate is 4Bv-6Dv . However, 6Dv is too small 
to affect the intercept as 4Bv. 
A ' 2 F a ) w /Tj_i/ ' .^2 Fig 5.3 shows the graph of -^-TT Versus (J+1/2) for upper state (Y.u) using simple linear 
fit. 
U+^) 
Fig 5.4 shows the graph of —=-r~ Versus (J+1/2) for lower state (2g) using simple linear (/+f) 
fit. 
In the present work, however, constants are evaluated by using least squares fit to the data. 
The results are as follows: 
For the upper state (Xa) of V3 band 
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Fig 5.3 Determination of Rotational and Centrifugal distortion constants 
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of upper state of v band of C H 2 2 
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For the lower state G. S. (2g) 
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Fig 5.4 Determination of Rotational and Centrifugal distortion constants 
of lower state of v^  band of "C^H ,^ 
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5.3 Results and Discussions 
It is found that the Band Origin, Rotational constants, Centrifugal Distortion constants etc. 
obtained in the present work are in good agreement with those reported by earlier workers. 
For the VgCZu) *- G.S.(2g ) vibrational transition of •^ C2H2, our value of Band Origin 
3279.48059 cm"' is in close agreement with 3279.48 cm"' reported by K.A.Mohamed [Mo 
00], 3279.49 cm"' reported by Laflferty and Thibault [LT 64] and 3279.48 cm"' reported by 
Ghersetti et al [GB 75]. 
For the ground state constants of V3 band in C2H2, Lafiferty and Thibauh [LT 64] have 
reported as By = 1.11949 cm"^ and Dy = 1.47 x IQ-^cm-i. K.A.Mohamed [Mo 00] 
has reported the ground state constants of same band in '^ CzHz as B;' = 1.11957 cm 
and Dy = 1.476 X 10"*cm~* which are in good agreement with our values as By = 
1.11957 cm"^ and D^ ' = 1.48303 x IQ-^cm-^ 
K.A.Mohamed [Mo 00] has reported the rotational constants for upper state V3(Si) as 
By = 1.11426 cm~^ and Dy = 1.46919 x 10"^cm~^ which are in good agreement with 
our values of same band as B ; = 1.11426 cm"^ and D ; = 1.46538 x 10"^cm-^ 
Also the value of (By - By) = -5.29500 X lO'^cm"^ for same band is found in a good 
agreement with values, -5 .31 x 10"^cm"^ , -5 .32 x 10'" c^m~^ and -5 .31 x 
10~^cm~ ,^ as reported by K.A.Mohamed [Mo 00], Lafferty and Thibault [LT 64], and 
Ghersetti et al [GB 75] respectively. 
Table 5.3 shows comparison of the values of Band Origin, Rotational constants and 
Centrifugal Distortion constants etc. of present work with those reported by earlier workers. 
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Table 5.3 Comparison of constants VQ, B ; , By , D ; , Dy and ( B ; - B;') values for the vs band 
of C2H2 in the 3^ im region obtained in the present work with those of earlier 
workers. 
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Observed and Calculated states in the Ground States of ^^CjU and 
"C2H2 
In this section the available data on the vibrational levels in the ground electronic state of '"^ CiHi 
and C2H2 are collected and presented. The experimental data are collected from various 
references as mentioned in tables 6.1 and 6.2. For completeness the vibrational term values 
calculated in the present work by using equations (3.8, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15) are also presented in 
the both tables. It is hoped that the two tables 6.1 and 6.2 will provide a comprehensive list of 
vibrational levels of acetylene molecule for the purposes of literature review in future. 
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BC (a) 98 
.U ..Is a) Notation of state (vi.Vz.Vj.v/.Vj^) 
b) Pure Vibrational Energy ( see equation(3.8)) 
Table 6.1 Pure Vibrational energies for observed states in the '^ C2H2 X 'X^ 
























































































































































a) Notation of state (Vi,V2,V3,V4*,V5 )^ 
b) Pure Vibrational Energy ( see equation(3.8)) 
Table 6.2 Pure Vibrational energies for observed states in the '^ CaHi X ^Y.g 
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